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ABSTRACT
Intellectual property (IP) core based embedded systems de-
sign is a pervasive practice in the semiconductor industry
due to shorter time-to-market and tougher cost competitions.
Protecting the design information in these IP cores and secur-
ing test from various attacks are two emerging challenges in
today’s embedded systems design. Recently reported tech-
niques address these challenges considering secure test and
IP core protection separately. However, for ensuring high
security during IP core functionality and also during test,
joint consideration of secure test and IP core protection is
much needed. In this paper, we propose a novel and uni-
fied design methodology, called STEP (Secure TEst and IP
core Protection), which addresses the joint objective of se-
cure test and IP core protection. The aim of STEP design
methodology is to achieve high security at low system cost
using the same key integrated hardware during test and IP
core functionality. We evaluate the effectiveness of STEP de-
sign methodology considering advanced encryption standard
(AES) system as a case study. We show that proposed design
methodology benefits from high security and test accuracy,
requiring up to 9% higher area and 20% power overheads.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.7 [Hardware]: Integrated Circuits; K.6.5 [Computing
Milieux]: Security and Protection—Physical Security

General Terms
Design

Keywords
Security and protection, intellectual property core

1. INTRODUCTION
With continued technology scaling to unprecedented levels,

embedded systems design is increasingly becoming complex.
This is further exacerbated by the shorter time-to-market de-
mands with design constraints related to power, performance
and reliability. To address such design complexity, designers
have resorted to highly modular, reusable and effective design
approach using intellectual property (IP) cores. Although
such design approach has proven to be effective to date, an
emerging challenge for IP core based design approach is to se-
curely protect the design information from design pirates or
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hackers. These design pirates or hackers intrude into the de-
sign information through various tampering or attack mech-
anisms, including reverse engineering techniques, power and
timing analysis and fault injection or even through stealing
fabrication masks, etc [1, 2, 3]. The design information can be
then misused by them in the following two ways. Firstly, the
design information can be used to build counterfeit and com-
petitive products, causing direct financial losses [4]. Secondly,
the design information can be altered deliberately, inflicting
damage of reputation and more financial losses. Hence, pro-
tection of IP core design information and functionality is one
of the major concerns for semiconductor industry [5, 6].

Traditional IP core design methodology integrates design
for test (DfT) features in the hardware design. The premise
of the DfT features is that the original and also the added
hardware can be validated against various defects or faults
to ensure correct functionality [7]. Scan chain based test-
ing is considered as a de facto standard of DfT due to its
simplicity of design and high fault coverage [8]. It is imple-
mented through insertion of a chain of flip-flops between logic
blocks for providing with a mechanism to observe responses
of these logic blocks using different test patterns. However,
since these scan chains directly reveal the internal state of
the logic blocks and their circuits, extracting design informa-
tion from them becomes easier for design pirates or hackers
through response analysis or side channel attack during test-
ing [9]. Hence, secure testing is a critical requirement for
DfT [10, 11].

Over the years, researchers have proposed various tech-
niques and methodologies to address IP core protection and
secure test. For example, an IP core protection approach us-
ing locking of combinational logic circuits was proposed by
Roy et al [12]. Their protection approach uses separate lock-
ing key for every single chip and enables a licensing technique
allowing only approved users to be able to unlock the de-
vice. Chakraborty et al [13] proposed another protection ap-
proach using hardware obfuscation technique at netlist level.
In this approach, every chip requires activation by a specific
input sequence. When activation does not occur, response
of the hardware changes randomly. Among others, IP core
protection techniques using watermarking were proposed by
Castillo et al [14] and Kahng et al [4]. The watermarking is
incorporated by hosting the bits of a digital signature during
design specification using combinational logic within the orig-
inal design. To secure the design from various attack mecha-
nisms during scan chain based testing, a number of different
other techniques have been shown. For example, scan chain
scrambling technique by Hely et al [15], scan chain random-
ization technique by Lee et al [9] and scan chain replacement
approach with de Bruijin graph based shift register chains by
Fujiwara et al [16] were proposed. The main idea in these
works is to make side channel based attack difficult by di-
viding scan chains into sub-chains and making information
in the scan chains unpredictable to the attacker. Another



secure DfT approach using flipped scan chains was shown by
Sengar et al [17]. In their approach, inverters are inserted
randomly in the scan chains for protection.

The above works address IP protection and secure test
separately [11, 12, 13, 17]. However, such consideration do
not automatically complement security and protection dur-
ing test and also during normal IP core functionality. For
example, with an IP core protection technique alone, it is
still exposed to security threats during testing as it is pos-
sible to reverse engineer the bitstream through side channel
attacks [7]. Similarly, with a secure DfT alone, it is possible
to carry out a response analysis during normal operation to
extract design information [14]. To provide with security and
protection at all times, it is important that secure DfT and
IP core protection are considered as a joint objective, which
is the main of this paper. However, system design with such
joint objective is confronted with conflicting design require-
ments with the system cost. This is because, design for IP
core protection introduces extra hardware resources. Due
to addition of these hardware resources, either fault cover-
age obtained during testing will need to be compromised, or
more scan chains and test patterns would be needed to en-
sure required fault and test coverage. Moreover, to ensure
security during testing, further hardware resources and test
patterns would be required, causing high system overhead.
As a result of such design requirements with possible over-
heads involved, design for secure test and IP core protection
is highly challenging [7].

In this paper, we propose a novel and unified STEP (Secure
TEst and IP Protection) design methodology to address se-
cure test and IP core protection as a joint objective. The aim
is to use the same hardware resource for secure test and IP
protection to achieve low system cost. We show that STEP
is simple to implement and features high security and test
accuracy at low system overheads. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first paper that addresses unified method-
ology with such joint design objectives. The rest of this pa-
per is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed
unified design methodology, STEP, for secure test and intel-
lectual property (IP) core protection, while Section 3 details
the secure test and IP core protection architectures generated
through STEP using an advanced encryption standard (AES)
design as a case study. Section 4 presents the comparative
system costs and security analysis of the secure AES systems
generated using the STEP design methodology with the in-
secure AES systems designed using traditional methodology.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. PROPOSED DESIGN METHODOLOGY
In this work, we propose a unified design methodology,

STEP, for secure test and IP core protection. The STEP de-
sign methodology removes the need to add dedicated hard-
ware separately for security and protection in the system and
hence gives low area and power overheads (Section 4 details
results of different systems overheads and security analysis).
Figure 1 shows the STEP design methodology, highlighting
the four major design phases. The first two design phases deal
with traditional design methodology based on functional de-
sign and design for test (DfT) using scan chains. The other
two phases integrate security features into scan chain based
test and also incorporate IP core protection. The detailed
descriptions of STEP design phases follow.

2.1 Phase I: Functional Design
This phase includes the design specification at register-

transfer level (RTL). This is followed by simulation to val-
idate functionality of the RTL design. Once validated, the
design is then synthesized, which generates netlist of the de-
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Figure 1: Proposed unified design methodology, STEP, for secure
test and IP core protection

sign. Using this netlist, power and area analysis are carried
out. To validate the functionality of the post synthesis design,
gate-level simulation is also carried out.

2.2 Phase II: Design for Test
This phase implements the design for test (DfT) strategy

through insertion of scan chains and scan chain stitching in
the netlist generated in Phase I. This is done through replac-
ing the original flip-flops by the scan flip-flops and stitched
together to form the scan chain. This is then followed by
synthesis to generate the new netlist with DfT features. Us-
ing this netlist, area and power analyses are carried out to
determine the overheads caused by introducing DfT in this
design phase. Finally, gate level simulation is carried out to
validate the functional behavior of the design (Figure 1).

2.3 Phase III: Design for Secure Test and IP

Core Protection
This is the most crucial part of the design methodology

as hardware changes are made to introduce security in the
design. These hardware changes include insertion of dummy
flip-flops in the design to form a shift register and integrating
key checking hardware block to the design at the netlist level.
Due to insertion of dummy flip-flops, the scan chains are bro-
ken in the design in Phase II (Figure 1). As a result, the
complexity of determining secret information through scan-
based side channel attacks increases substantially, making the
scan chains secure. To provide further security and protec-
tion during test and also during normal operation in the IP
core, random key generation and comparison hardware is in-
tegrated in the system. The random key generation is car-
ried out through a pseudo-random bit-sequence (PRBS) gen-
erator. During testing operation, this PRBS key generator
receives seed from scan chain data, while during normal op-
eration the PRBS key generator receives pre-defined seed for
generating a random sequence of numbers. Such key gener-
ation makes it very hard for a design hacker to extract bit-
streams through reverse engineering. Further details of the
key based mechanism for secure test and IP core protection
are presented in Section 3.2 using a case study of an AES
system.

2.4 Phase IV: Optimization and Validation
In this final phase, design optimization and validation is

carried out to minimize system cost in terms of area and
power. First, the the number and placements of the dummy
flip-flops are constrained to minimize the system cost. Then
the test patterns for scan chains are generated through auto-



matic test pattern generation (ATPG). With the given test
patterns, the effectiveness of the secure test (Phase III) is
found out and fault coverage is analyzed through the covered
and uncovered faults. Pattern generation and fault coverage
analysis is continued until desired coverage is obtained. When
desirable coverage is achieved, simulations are carried out to
validate the effectiveness and functionality of the system with
integrated secure test and IP core protection.

The unified design methodology outlined above can be used
to generate a system with integrated secure test and IP core
protection architectures. The secure test and IP core protec-
tion architectures implemented on an AES system are shown
next.

3. SECURE TEST AND IP CORE PROTEC-
TION ARCHITECTURES

In this section, the proposed unified design methodology,
STEP (Section 2), is employed for secure test and IP core
protection of an advanced encryption standard (AES) bench-
mark system [18]. The AES system has been chosen as a case
study, as also used in [10, 17], since it is widely used in var-
ious critical cryptographic applications in finance, banking,
security, etc. In the following, secure test and IP core protec-
tion architectures of an AES system, generated by proposed
STEP design methodology, are presented in details.

3.1 Secure Test Architecture
Figure 2 shows secure test architecture of an AES system

generated using STEP design methodology (Figure 1). For
demonstration purposes, only two scan chains are shown. As
can be seen, to incorporate secure test in the test architecture,
dummy flip flops are inserted randomly in the design (Phase
III, Section 2). The addition of these dummy flip-flops into
the scan chains increase the complexity of determining secret
information through scan-based side channel attacks and thus
make scan chain based testing secure.

To incorporate further security in the test architecture, key
integrated security hardware block is introduced. This hard-
ware block consists of a key checker and a pseudo-random
bit-sequence generator (PRBS) (Figure 2). The key checker
holds hard-coded secret key, which is only available to a li-
censed or approved user. The key checker checks this key
against the key input from all dummy flops that is N bits
wide. The PRBS generator feeds pseudo-random sequences
on every clock cycle using the seed from the scan chain inputs.
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Figure 2: Secure test architecture generated by STEP design
methodology for an AES system

With the added hardware resources, the operational se-
quence in the secure test architecture generated by STEP
design methodology is given below:

(a) Enable Testing Mode: The secure testing is enabled

by HIGH TEST EN signal. This also enables key
checking mechanism as SC EN is set to LOW.

(b) Scan Cycles: When testing is enabled, the data is shifted
into the scan chain through SDI0 and SDI1 and the
response is checked at the output signals SDO0 and
SDO1. During this time, LOW SC EN acts as a se-
lect line for the scan multiplexers. The data shifting
happens in LOAD and SHIFT cycles. During LOAD

cycle, the internal data from the combinational logic
are loaded into the scan chains and during SHIFT cy-
cle, these data are shifted out.

(c) Key Checking: To enable these shifted data at the out-
put multiplexer, the key checker must check the hard-
coded key in it with the N bits key stored in N dummy
flip-flops during every LOAD cycle. When a key match
takes place, the key checker generates output as LOW
Secure signal, which acts as the select line for enabling
the shifted scan data at the output multiplexer (as SDO0
and SDO1). In case of mismatch, HIGH Secure output
signal is generated, which acts as a select line for the
output of PRBS generator. The random sequence gen-
erated by PRBS is enabled at the output multiplexer.
Hence, unapproved users without the secure key fail to
see any meaningful sequence at the output multiplexer.

Using the above secure test mechanism with key integrated
security hardware, it becomes extremely hard for a design
pirate or hacker to extract the design information. This is
because, the design hacker will need access to the following
three information to successfully extract design information:
(a) the size of the random key, N , (b) the position of dummy
flip-flops, and (c) the seed used in PRBS key generator. How-
ever, the addition of such hardware resources also add to the
system overheads and costs. Section 4 presents the resulting
system costs and security analysis for the secure test archi-
tecture.

3.2 IP Core Protection Architecture
The basic principle of IP core protection in STEP design

methodology is to use variable keys during operation, which
is an effective technique for protection against unsolicited de-
sign attacks and intrusion [7]. Figure 3 shows the block dia-
gram of an IP core architecture incorporating variable key
protection. Due to unified design methodology, the same
hardware is used for IP core protection during normal op-
eration. However, the following operational changes are in-
corporated for variable key based protection:

• The dummy flip-flops now forms anN bits shift register.

• The PRBS generator is now used as an internal variable
key generator using pre-defined seed.

• The key checker now checks for variable key sequence in
every iteration instead of the hard-coded key that was
used during secure test operation.

• The first scan chain input (SDI0) is now used as the
input for the N bits shift register formed by the dummy
registers.

With the above changes, the operating sequence of the IP
protection architecture generated by STEP design methodol-
ogy is as follows:

(a) Enable Functional Mode: When the TEST EN pin
is LOW, the chip enters into functional mode. Dur-
ing functional mode, SC EN is is set to HIGH. This
enables the logic data input at the output of the scan
multiplexers.
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Figure 3: IP core protection architecture generated by STEP
design methodology for an AES system

(b) Variable Key Generation: The PRBS generates a new
key during every new iteration in the AES core with a
given pre-defined seed. This forms a variable key gen-
eration scheme.

(c) Key Checking: The variable key from the PRBS is then
compared within the key checker against the key stored
in the N bits shift registers. These shift registers are
formed through random inter-connection scheme among
the dummy flip-flops within the scan chains (Figure 3).
The key sequence is loaded into these shift registers
through the scan input SDI0. When there is a key
match, the key checker generates a HIGH Secure sig-
nal enabling the design logic data to be selected at the
output. When there is no key match, the key checker
generates a LOW Secure signal enabling the previously
generated random sequence from PRBS to be selected
at the output.

With the added key integrated security hardware through
STEP design methodology, the AES system only works as
expected for approved or licensed users, who have access to
the given key sequence. Due to variable key integration in
the IP core architecture, it provides with highly protected
IP core against any security threats in terms of reverse engi-
neering or even other response analyses techniques. This is
because, for extracting actual design information, the hacker
must decode the following three information: (a) the variable
key sequence, (b) the interconnections of dummy flip-flops
used to form a shift register to shift and hold a variable key
sequence, and (c) the seed used for PRBS. The following sec-
tion presents the details of the resulting system costs due to
addition of the key integrated security hardware for IP core
protection, emphasizing the achievable security level through
STEP design methodology.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed design method-

ology, three secure AES systems with varied complexity (i.e.
number of S-boxes) are designed with the proposed STEP de-
sign methodology (Section 2). These secure AES systems are
then compared with insecure systems of the same generated
using traditional design flow (Phases I and II in STEP, Sec-
tion 2). The comparative evaluations are carried out through
the following comparisons: area, power, testability and secu-
rity. The comparative analyses follow.

4.1 Area Comparisons
Figure 4 shows the comparative areas (in µm2) of the

three secure and insecure AES systems found through post-
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Figure 4: Area comparisons between secure AES systems using
the proposed unified design methodology, STEP (Figure 1), and
insecure AES systems

synthesis evaluations in Synopsys Design CompilerTM. From
Figure 4 two observations can be made. The first observa-
tion is related to the fact that with higher complexity of the
AES systems, the resulting area of AES systems increases as
expected. For example, as complexity increases from 4 S-box
to 16 S-box, the area increases by about 39% and 42% for
the secure AES (through STEP) and for traditional insecure
AES, respectively. The second observation is that the secure
AES systems designed using the STEP design methodology
(Section 2) gives higher area (in µm2) than the insecure AES
systems. The higher area for secure AES is expected due to
addition of key integrated security hardware in secure test
and IP core protection architectures (Section 3). However,
due to unified design methodology in STEP using the same
hardware for both secure test and IP core protection, the area
overhead is kept low. From Figure 4 it can be seen that up to
9% area overhead is caused for incorporating security in the
8 S-box AES system, when compared with that of 8 S-box
insecure AES system.
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Figure 5: Power comparisons between secure AES systems using
the proposed unified design methodology, STEP (Figure 1), and
insecure AES systems

4.2 Power Comparisons
Figure 5 shows the comparative power consumptions (in

mW) between three secure AES systems with proposed STEP
design methodology (Section 2) and insecure AES systems
using traditional design methodology (Phase I and Phase II,
Figure 1). The power consumptions were evaluated using
Synopsys Design CompilerTM. As can be seen, with higher
complexity of the AES, the power consumption increases.
This is expected because with higher AES complexity (i.e.
with higher S-box designs), the number of AES iterations
and also the computations carried out over a given time in-
creases [18]. For example, as AES complexity increases from
4 S-box to 16 S-box for the secure AES systems, the power
consumption increases by about 13%. From Figure 5 it can
also be seen that the power consumption is higher for secure
AES systems when compared with that of similar insecure
AES systems. For example, the power consumption increases
by up to 20% for the proposed secure 8 S-box AES system,
when compared with the same of an insecure 8 S-box AES
system. The higher power consumptions in secure design is
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Figure 6: Comparative test times (in ns) for (a) parallel vectors,
and (b) serial vectors using secure design methodology (Section 2)
and insecure design methodology

due to addition of key integrated security hardware in unified
design methodology in STEP (Section 3).

4.3 Test Time and Fault Coverage Analysis
Since the secure test and IP core protection architectures

generated by proposed STEP design methodology integrates
extra hardware (Section 3), it is important that the test ca-
pabilities are compared between the secure and insecure AES
systems. To this end, Figures 6(a) and (b) show the compar-
ative test times taken by different secure and insecure AES
systems using the parallel and serial test vectors. These test
vectors were input through Synopsys Tetra MaxTM. From
these figures, two observation can be made. Firstly, as ex-
pected it can be seen that the test times are considerably
lower for parallel vectors (Figure 6(a)) compared to the se-
rial vectors (Figure 6(b)). This is because parallel test vectors
significantly reduce the time required for the scan chain data
to be loaded and shifted. Secondly, as can be seen, the se-
cure AES systems generated using the proposed unified STEP
design methodology takes more more test time for both par-
allel and serial test vectors. This is because secure AES sys-
tems use fixed (in testing mode) and variable (in functional
mode) key based hardware to incorporate secure test and IP
core protection (Section 3). The key generation, loading and
checking mechanism within this integrated security hardware
require extra test time (i.e. up to 2% extra delay for 4 S-box
secure AES system) compared to the original test times in
the insecure AES systems.
Table 1: Total faults injected, fault coverage and number of test
patterns tested in different secure AES systems generated using
the proposed STEP design methodology (Section 2)

AES no. of Fault Test
System faults Coverage Patterns
4 S-box 94316 99.04 775
8 S-box 116256 99.03 963
16 S-box 160412 99.02 1244

Test capabilities of the secure AES systems are further
evaluated in terms of the required number of test patterns
for achieving a specified fault coverage. Table 1 shows the
number of inserted faults, corresponding fault coverage ob-
tained and the number of test patterns used for testing in

different secure AES systems. Columns 1 and 2 show the
AES designs and number of faults injected, while columns 3
and 4 show the corresponding fault coverage and the num-
ber of test patterns used. As can be seen, with increased
design complexity, higher number of faults need to be inves-
tigated and tested for due to increased number of iterations
and area of the AES (Section 4.1). For these given number
of faults, 99% fault coverage can be effectively achieved using
the secure test architecture (Section 3.1). However, this fault
coverage is achieved using various numbers of test patterns
(column 5, Table 1). As expected, as the design complexity
increase, the number of test patterns used also increases. For
example, from 8 S-box secure AES design to 16 S-box secure
AES design the number of test patterns increase by about
29%.

To compare the test capabilities between secure and inse-
cure AES systems, Figure 7 shows the comparative number
of test patterns used by the secure and insecure AES designs
for a given fault coverage (i.e. 99% fault coverage). These
test patterns were generated using special testbenches in Syn-
opsys Tetra MaxTMtool. As can be seen, the secure test in
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Figure 7: Comparative number of test patterns for similar test
coverage between secure AES designs and insecure AES designs

AES system generated using STEP design methodology uses
up to 2% higher number of test patterns for achieving similar
test coverage as that of the test in insecure AES system. The
extra test patterns in secure test can be explained as follows.
The extra key integrated security hardware used in secure
test architecture (Section 3.1) requires more scan chains and
hence more test patterns are needed to achieve similar fault
coverage.

4.4 Security Analysis
The proposed STEP design methodology gives high secu-

rity advantage at the cost of up to 9% area, 20% power and
2% test overheads (Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). To understand
the effective security advantage in the system, in the follow-
ing hacking scenarios of secure test and IP core protection
are briefly explained.

4.4.1 Test Security Analysis
To successfully hack into the secure test architecture, a

hacker must extract the following information (Section 3.1):
(a) the size of the random key, N , (b) the positions of N

dummy flip-flops within S total flip-flops within scan chain,
and (c) the seed used in PRBS key generator, R. Assuming
that the hacker stores his guessed random key and PRBS
seed in an M bits number and that M ≥ N , the number of
combinations hacker has to try for guessing N (CN ) and R

(CR) correctly are

CN = 2M , CR = 2M . (1)

Also, to guess the correct position information of the dummy
flip-flops the hacker will have to try another Cff−pos combi-



nations, given by

Cff−pos = G

(

S

N

)

, (2)

where S is the size of a scan chain with dummy flip-flops, N is
the number of dummy flip-flops and G is the number of scan
chains. Since for each N and R guess, the hacker will have to
try to locate the dummy flip-flop positions, the total number
of combinations the hacker would need to try for successfully
breaking into the secure test system is given by number of
combinations given in (1) and (2), i.e.

Ctest = CN CR Cff−pos = 22M G

(

S

N

)

, (3)

which is extremely challenging.

4.4.2 IP Core Protection Analysis
For a successful attack in the IP core architecture, a hacker

must extract the following information: (a) the sequence of k
variable keys, (b) the protocol to shift in the key, i.e. a given
interconnection of N connections out of total S scan chain
flip-flops, and (c) the seed used for PRBS key generator, R
(Section 3.2).

Considering k keys in the sequence, the number of combi-
nations the hacker have to try for getting the correct sequence
(Cseq) and the seed (CR) in an M bits number are given as

Cseq = 2kM , CR = 2M . (4)

For correctly guessing the interconnection scheme among N

dummy flip-flops and also to identify their positions within G

number of scan chains of length S each, the hacker will have
to try Cff−con

guess combinations, given by

Cff−con = G N !

(

S

N

)

. (5)

Since for each N and R guess, the hacker will have to try
to locate the dummy flip-flop positions and connections at
the same time, the total number of combinations the hacker
would need to try for successfully breaking into the secure IP
core proection is given by (4) and (5), i.e.

CIP = CseqCRCff−con = 2M(k+1)
G N !

(

S

N

)

, (6)

which is again extremely challenging.
As can be seen from (3) and (6), STEP design method-

ology provides high security advantage over insecure design
methodologies requiring the hacker to generate large num-
ber of combinations to extract the design information. As
an example, considering N=32, G=8, S=132 and k=4 for
an 8 S-box AES system, a total of Ctest = 6.7 × 1050 and
CIP = 1.4×10115 combinations are required for breaking into
secure test and IP core protection, respectively. This can be
further made more challenging by increasing the number of
combinations through the use of more and longer scan chains
(i.e. higher G and S) with higher number of dummy flip-flops
(i.e. higherN). However, this will impose higher system costs
in terms of area, power and test times or accuracy.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a novel design methodology for secure

test and IP core protection. We have shown that the pro-
posed unified design methodology, STEP (Secure TEst and
IP core Protection), is simple to implement and employs the
same key integrated security hardware for providing with
security and protection during test and IP core functional-
ity (Sections 2 and 3). Due to such use of unified security

hardware, the STEP design methodology benefits from high
security at low system costs. To evaluate the effectiveness
of the proposed design methodology, different AES systems
were designed and compared with similar insecure systems
as case studies. The comparisons showed that our method-
ology offers significantly high security requiring high order
of magnitude combinations required by the hacker to break
into the security and protection of an 8 S-box AES system.
This security advantage is achieved at the cost of 9% higher
area, 20% higher power and 2% higher test times overheads
(Section 4) without affecting the test capabilities.
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